
Industrial Revolution—Great Britain 1730–1850

WHY THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
HAPPENED IN GREAT BRITAIN

● Abundance of natural resources Rich deposits 
of coal and iron ore helped the development of the
coal and iron industries. British overseas colonial
possessions provided raw cotton, helping the
development of the textile industry

● Geographical advantages Good harbors and
rivers made foreign trade and transportation of
bulky goods relatively easy. Rivers also provided
water power before steam power was invented

● Abundance of labor New farming techniques and
enclosures created unemployment among
agricultural workers, leading many to migrate to the
towns where they provided a cheap labor supply.

● Capital A wealthy entrepreneurial class had the
finance and business skills to set up new
industries. Low bank interest rates encouraged
entrepreneurs to develop new industries and
manufacturing processes

● Markets Demand from two large markets
benefited manufacturing industry: a growing and
increasingly wealthy domestic population, and the
British colonial population (colonists were
compelled by law to buy British goods)

● Government The parliamentary system was
dominated by people with an interest in the
success of industry. Governments passed
legislation enabling the building of roads, canals,
and railways; kept taxes low; and created the
patent system to protect inventors from people
stealing their designs

● Inventions New inventions allowed mass-
production (production of identical articles in large
quantities) to become a normal feature of industry
by the 1870s, e.g., the invention of powered looms
in the textile industry

EFFECTS OF THE INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION

● Workshop of the World Britain became the
world’s first industrialized nation. Britain 
dominated world trade in manufactured goods until
the 1900s and became known as the "Workshop
of the World"

● Spread of industrialization The textile industry
was the first to be industrialized and was Britain’s
fastest growing export industry. The factory system
and use of powered machinery spread to other
British industries and to other parts of Europe 

● Changes in employment Manufacturing industry
replaced agriculture as the dominant economic
activity in Britain. Between 1760 and 1840, the
percentage of the working population employed in
agriculture declined from 52% to 29%; in
manufacturing and related industries it rose from
24% to 47%
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COAL, IRON, AND COTTON PRODUCTION

Coal Year Production in tons*

1640 1,680,000

1770 6,721,000

1850 55,337,000

Iron Year Production in tons

1740 19,000

1800 280,000

1850 2,240,000

Cotton Year Production in tons

1760 9,000

1800 280,000

1850 336,000

*1 ton = 0.907 tonnes


